
Bradford Energy Committee  

6:30 pm Tuesday, August 2, 2022 

Zoom meeting – minutes recorded by Tom McBride 

Attendees: Ed Wendell, Nancy Jones, Stu Ross, Tom McBride, Susanna Lewis, Elizabeth Towle  

Public comment – None 

Minutes of July 19 meeting were approved as written. 

Window Dressers progress – There are 140 inserts on the Window Dressers insert request page for the 

Bradford build, and we have already measured 137. Susanna thinks it will take only about eight more 

households to reach 250 inserts and suggested we try to limit these to Bradford households. Advertising 

on Instagram by Ed seems effective, and we may also present to the OE senior center in late August. 

Otherwise, we see no need for additional marketing efforts until fall. 

MOU facilitating – Ed will send a letter to the Select Board, with copy to Russ Robinson, documenting 

our approval and recommendations regarding the cruiser purchase request. Ed will also draft a letter 

that is educational in nature to the Select Board reiterating the green procurement purchase request 

process that is outlined in the Green Purchasing MOU. This letter will be circulated to committee 

members for comment prior to sending to the Select Board. 

IREC news – 

• Energy Audit results for the Bradford Academy building will be presented to BEC members by 

EEI on Aug 11 at 2:00 pm. Nancy will send a zoom meeting invitation to BEC members. EEI will 

present recommendations to the Select Board on August 25. 

• Nancy raised a question regarding electric busses mentioned in the July IREC status report. Are 

these busses for Riverbend or Oxbow? Nancy will check with Geoff Martin for clarification. 

Other – 

• Parks and Recreation Commission’s request for BEC to review lighting for the pavilion at 

Elizabeth Park was approved as follows: BEC approves the request (5 lights located on center line 

of the building) with alternative options for either eight lights (2 rows of 4) or other configuration of 

approved lights on Efficiency Vermont's list that is appropriate and equally efficient and effective. Ed 

will document this approval in writing to the Select Board, with copy to the Parks and Rec chair. 

• The possibility of building a solar array between Elizabeth Park and the existing Oxbow array 

was discussed. Ed will talk with Michael Wright to learn details about the amount of space 

available there. 

• Marcey Carver has asked that all BEC correspondence to her regarding Planning Commission 

business be sent from only one person from BEC. This one person will be Stu as liaison to the PC. 

Ed will call Marcey to verify that is her only concern. For now, Ed will continue to send minutes 

and agendas, and Tom will continue to send Marcey anything regarding the BEC web pages, 

since these items are unrelated to PC business. 

Adjourned the meeting at 6:55 p.m. 


